
Youth Water Festival
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friendsofkootenaylake.ca

Friends of 
Kootenay Lake1



i have a white underside with brown wings

1

Pandion haliaetusWestern Osprey

Eats only fi sh Migrates south for the winter



Booth

2 SAIL
NELSON

sailnelson.com
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Water safety saves livesSailboat

Water knowledge is fun!

I have any colour hull (boat) and bright 
stripes on the sail
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ckiss.ca

Invasive
species3



CAn you FIND and COLOUR All of the
INvasive species?
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CLEAN  -  DRAIN  -  DRY
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BC
HYDRO

bchydro.com
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I am made of concrete and blue water 
fLows through me

ElectricityHydroelectric Dam

There are over 60 dams in the Columbia River watershed
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WILDSIGHT
WATERSHEDs

wildsight.ca
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I have green hills with a blue lake
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Where water fl ows into an areaWatershed Streams, creeks

glacier runoff, groundwater and rainwater all fl ow into the lake
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6 WILDSIGHT
STORM DRAins

wildsight.ca
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I’m a Kokanee Salmon. 

I am silvery blue with a light belly

ONLY RAIN DOWN THE DRAIN



Booth

SLOCAN RIVER
Streamkeepers

slocanriverstreamkeepers.
wordpress.com
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I am yellow with brown around the edges
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They have no backbone

Benthic invertebrates

Live on the bottom of a water body

Used as indicators of water qualityUsed as indicators of water quality
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LOW WATER
GARDENING

rdck.ca
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Xeriscaping

I am a garden with greens, yellows and purple

Drought resistant garden Using less

water to create your garden     Helps to conserve water at home
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Booth

SAFE DRINKING
WATER

safewater.org
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I am a test kit with an orange box

Healthy water means healthy animals Pollution can harm

the environment Taking care of our water is important
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Booth

NDYC
Leadership10

nelson.ca/150/Youth-Centre



I am a water cup pyramid with water in the cups

Water cup pyramid Good leadership is important

Working together you can build great things
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Thanks for spending the day

with  us !
Thanks for spending the day



Your  Name

Your Teacher’s Name

      tear this page out and 
hand into a water festival volunteer 

Your school

      tear this page out and 





This event could not have happened without 
funding & support from:

Passport illustrations and design by Beth Joy Studio (etsy.com)

Thank  You!



for more info and resources visit:

friendsofkootenaylake.ca

Friends of Kootenay Lake Stewardship Society

@friendsofkootenaylake


